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Academic Highlitghts
BRING TOGETHER THE ACTORS OF THE QUADRUPLE HELIX MODEL: USIA PROJECT
The event “USIA: Co-Production of
knowledge and research that matters”
was arranged in Tirana at the SCIDEV
Science & Innovation for Development
center premise, the 24 of November
2021 (the event was also in streaming
and online trough the Zoom platform)
to bring together the actors of the
Quadruple Helix to discuss on how the
cooperation between university and
business, and among policymakers,
civil society, and media can be further
strengthened.
The Triple Helix innovation model focuses
on
university-industry-government
relations. The Quadruple Helix (QH)
embeds the Triple Helix by adding as a
fourth helix the ‘media-based and culturebased public’ and ‘civil society’.
During the event the findings of the study “University to society collaborations in Albania” conducted in 2021 was presented
followed by concrete recommendations.
The event is organized in the framework of the USIA “University to Society Innomediaries in Albania: Co-Production of knowledge
and research that matters” project https://usia.al/ , funded by the Erasmus+ CBHE Programme of the European Union. Marconi
University is partner of the USIA project. USIA seeks to enhance knowledge and transfer offices in universities in Albania for
research with an impact on development and society. It is a Capacity Building Project in Higher Education financed by the
Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union, managed by the Mediterranean University of Tirana in cooperation with 11
partners in Albania, Serbia, Italy and Germany.
USIA brings together universities, civil society organisations, public institutions and business organisations to enhance an
enabling higher education environment that supports university to society collaborations in order to co-produce knowledge
and research with an impact that is not only academically insightful but also applicable to the development of Albania in light of
European integration and current multiple challenges.
The project strengthens institutional and human resources capacities in universities in Albania through the establishment of
Knowledge Transfer and Innovation Brokerage unit that link in an institutionalized and sustainable way university to business,
government, civil society, and media. Also, the project will establish and expand a Quadruple Helix network and online platform
which will offer networking, matchmaking, brokerage, dissemination, capacity development, support, and valorisation for
academic and non-academic actors. The project prioritizes women in academia, research, and innovation.
https://usia.al
https://www.facebook.com/usiaproject
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKD1Lec4fBU
https://www.linkedin.com/company/usia-co-production-of-knowledge-and-research-that-matters/
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS AND STAFF
IN THE FRAMEWORK OF TRUST PROJECT
The TRUST project aims to prepare students, future workers of the Financial Services Sector with the use of technology by designing a
new master on Financial Technology (FINTECH) and digital innovation and by modernizing other masters of Business and Economics
in Vietnamese and Philippines Universities.
As pivotal part of the TRUST project, there is also the knowledge exchange and training of Higher Education professors and staff with
the aim of equipping them with the needed knowledge and skills to deliver the new master in FinTech. The TRUST training of university
staff integrated programmed consisted of a set of activities as follow:

Three “online staff training workshops” offering training of staff on novel models and online teaching in Fintech open to wider audiences
of university staff involved in delivery of Fintech Master and related subjects with target audience of at least 60 staff per partner country
(total of minimum 120). The three webinars were arranged the 15 July 2021, 7 September 2021 and 5 October 2021.
“Intra-university knowledge sharing study groups” focussing on knowledge exchange and co-creation. 12 inter-university and
international study groups were created, each led by one local facilitator from the partner countries. Each group has invited 8-10
nominated staff participants from all partner Vietnam and Philippines universities. The study groups focus on knowledge exchange on
current FinTech teaching practices, sharing reflections on input delivered through the online workshops and co-creating pedagogical
content. The study following groups worked on knowledge sharing and co-creation through synchronous and asynchronous work in
between the Workshops: 1st study group 26-30 July 2021, 2nd study group 8 - 27 September 2021, 3rd study group 6-16 October 2021.
Each on line workshop and the following intra-university knowledge sharing study group are focused on three main topics: 1) Financial
Technology Horizons (workshop 15 July 2021 and 1st study group 26-30 July 2021); 2) preparing professionals for the future of Fintech
(workshop 7 September 2021 and 2nd study group 8 - 27 September 2021); 3) harnessing digital learning opportunities (workshop 5
October 2021 and 3rd study group 6-16 October 2021).
After these set of activities, a final task was lunched as TRUST professional development training. The task asked each participant to
consider a specific digital learning resource and reflect how this could be integrated it into each one own teaching practice. The padlet
tool was used throughout the training as tool for sharing input and tasks among participants.
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The “Final showcase” arranged on Thursday 21st October 2021 with the aim to integrate the activities from the workshops and study
groups and sharing results more widely, as well as to contribute to the promotion of cross-university knowledge exchange and cocreation. The event also provided a focus for a launch of a local Community of Practice around FinTech education in Vietnam and the
Philippines, linking to future dissemination and exploitation activities of the TRUST Project.
Join the TRUST community https://www.trustproject.eu/public/community/ to be part of the network of representatives of
the education as well as of the Finance sector to exchange of knowledge, peer training and long-term collaboration in the field
Financial Technology and Financial Services sector in the Philippine, Vientiane and Europe. The Community would be used for
collaboration through the online platform, newsletters, future events and project ideas.
https://www.trustproject.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/TRUSTPROJECT.EU
https://twitter.com/TRUSTProject1
https://www.linkedin.com/in/trust-project-1451581a7
by Susanna Correnti

AEIT INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR AUTOMOTIVE
On 17-19 November 2021, the AB4RAIL Scientific Board participated
in the AEIT International Conference on Electrical and Electronic
Technologies for Automotive (AUTOMOTIVE 2021).
Starting from the research of AB4RAIL, the authors have extended
and presented various studies that deal with topics such as support
for autonomous driving, detection of people at the bus stop and the
discovery of people in difficulty in woods or mountainous areas. They
have used technologies such as the Internet of Things, Convolutional
Neural Networks, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle and Blockchain.
Prof. Franco Mazzenga had a keynote speech entitled “Adaptable
Communication System (ACS): an alternative approach for the future
communications in the transport sector”, with authors R. Giuliano –
Università degli Studi Guglielmo Marconi, F. Mazzenga – Università di
Roma Tor Vergata, A.M. Vegni – Università Roma TRE, A. Vizzarri –
Università di Roma Tor Vergata.
The recent technological innovations in the area of “smart mobility”
concern the different fields of transport sector, such as rail, automotive, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Urban Aerial Mobility (UAM).
Telecommunication networks allow integrating an increasing number of applications in every sector of mobility.
The Adaptable Communication System (ACS), actually used for railway applications and currently under investigation in the Alternative
Bearers for Rail – AB4RAIL project (www.ab4rail.eu, No. 101014517) funded by Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking and European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programs), adopts an innovative approach for train-to-ground communications, which could also
be applicable to the automotive sector and industry.

by Ilaria Reggiani
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Spotlight on Research
PERSONAL BRANDING AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
The Brand4Careers project team completed the research phase through
which the most relevant competencies in terms of personal branding in
career guidance were identified.
A total of 337 professionals linked to human resources and career guidance
from universities, IT companies, human resources companies, consulting
companies, private agencies, associations/NGOs, public administration,
job agencies, multinationals, industrial enterprises from 6 countries (Spain,
Italy, Cyprus, Greece, UK and Romania) participated in the survey aimed
to identify the Personal Branding skills needed by young people in order
to get easier on the job market. The data will be used to develop specific
guidelines for career counselors to assist young people in their unique
career path.
After translating all the answers to English it emerged, that the abilities
most mentioned by the participants of the survey are: communication
skills, self-knowledge, adaptability and flexibility, social interaction and
networking, digital skills and social media usage, creativity and innovation
self-confidence, critical thinking, presentation and public speaking, selfmotivation, self-promotion online and offline (marketing skills).
On top of that, our respondents mentioned other interesting skills needed
in the Covid context, for instance: self-motivation, adaptability to change,
resilience, growth mindset, openness and curiosity, agility, empathy,
emotional intelligence, courage, etc.
In addition, the responders were asked about the skills needed for people to
develop a personal brand, which are also the elements expected to be seen
as part of a person’s brand in the hiring process. The results of the survey
show that in terms of digital skills, more than 50% of the respondents are
interested to see that the candidates are:
1 willing to learn new IT skills,
2 Have a range of basic IT skills (e.g. operating a computer, the Internet,
using MS Office),
3 Know which technology is appropriate for different uses and
4 Connect with people using technology.
BRAND4CAREERS is an educational project co-funded by the Erasmus+
program. It aims to introduce personal brand as a new method in career
management training taking place in higher educational institutions.
For further updates on the projects, please visit the website
https://brand4careers.eu/
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NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION AS AN EXTRA GEAR FOR ITALIANS
Living abroad for a while, meeting and talking to foreigners, allowed me to notice that my way
of communicating with other people was slightly different, even if in the beginning I could not
understand in what way. In fact, I had a feeling of incompleteness and forced communication
because my interlocutors, in addition to speaking using the words, were limited to expressing
themselves with their eyes, but not with their hands. For this reason, I realized to be less involved
and spontaneous since my interlocutors used to express themselves without gestures to
emphasizing the communication. I understood then, that something so natural to me was
simply one of the most marked characteristics of my nationality which often attracts the
curiosity of the foreigners. Therefore, although body language is universal, many of our gestures
are not easy to interpret as they belong to Italian culture.
According to our tradition, in fact, Italians have the habit of using their hands in an immeasurable
way to accompany words and express concepts during any type of conversation and in any
context. But why do Italians do that? There are at least three theories that explain the historical
roots of Italian gestures. According to a study by an Italian teacher of General Psychology and
Psychology of Communication, there are about 250 gestures with a precise meaning that
Italians use daily. This means that Italians speak with gestures almost as much as they do with words.
Don’t forget that gesturing does not just accompany the speech, but it is often used instead of words. Furthermore, gestural signs are
generally co-verbal, but from linguistic point of view, unlike sign language, this type of gestures has lexicon, but not syntax. They can express
a sentence with a meaning, but they do not express parts of the sentence such as subject or verb. The first hypothesis says that it was the
Greeks, who colonized southern Italy, who introduced the marked gestures of our language. In fact, in the South, people gesticulate much
more than people in the North of Italy.
The second is the desire to be understood by the dominant populations (Romans, Goths, Normans, and all those who have dominated
the peninsula). Gesture, therefore, replaced the word as a sort of coded language. At last, communities spoke different dialects before the
linguistic unity, so it was difficult for them to communicate due to the linguistic differences. Thanks to gestures Italians were able to make
themselves understood more easily. If Latin was the language of culture for centuries and of those (few) who knew how to read and write, it
is likely that people would find in gestures a precious tool to express themselves and make themselves understood. Even today, if a Venetian
citizen wants to communicate with a Sicilian citizen, it would be impossible for them to understand each other if they spoke in their respective
dialects. The Italian way of gesturing that in tourists’ eyes is a part of our folklore- and for which sometimes Italians are made fun of too - tells
a lot about our past, our culture and our roots.
Although the heritage of gestures is mostly common to all the inhabitants of the peninsula, there are regional differences, even the quantitative
ones: the gestures are used more in Campania and Sicily, less in the hinterland of Sardinia almost as if living in chaotic and crowded cities
forced us to agitate more to get noticed.
If Italy is a country full of gestures, it is nevertheless interesting and necessary to note that not all of them originate from this country. Let’s find
out how they were born and some of their most common meanings.
The gesture used as “Like” on Facebook dates to the ancient Romans. Its modern use
comes from a wrong belief: the one that considers it as a sign of grace in the fights between
gladiators, that would have symbolized the desire to save the life of the defeated. But it
appears, that the meaning was the opposite, it was a condemnation reserved for those who
had acted in a cowardly manner. The mistake over the centuries has made the thumbs up
a positive gesture: so much that in the Second World War it was the “ok” of the pilots for
taking-off.
The birth of this gesture dates back to the origins of Christianity. The first Christians
had to recognize each other without being discovered by the persecutors. Thus, a sort
of secret signal was created, that vaguely represented a cross: index and middle finger
superimposed. Later, in the Middle Ages, the religious origin of the gesture tied it to the idea
of driving out the devil.
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Finally, we cannot forget the gesture with the “spoon hand” gesture, object of irony in social media, which expresses perplexity and is
considered the symbol of being Italian. The exact origin is still obscure as it is an ancient gesture. What is certain is the possibility of using
it in two ways. If the gesture is wide and slow and the face annoyed, it has the meaning of an irritated “What are you doing?”, “What do you
want?”, “What’s wrong with you?”; made faster and less conspicuously, it can simply signal that we don’t understand what someone is saying.
This topic was chosen because, starting from the European
football championship, this Italian characteristic has caused
a lot of talks. The Italian national team, in fact, was the
protagonist of many memes on social media. All this makes
us reflect because, although Italy is a very united nation
during sporting events, this distinctive trait has made this
union even stronger in the spirit. How many times have we
seen the Italian players put their hands on their faces, while
they smiled in disbelief, following a whistle from the referee?
This is a typical reaction of an Italian, seasoned with the
sarcasm of those who laugh as a mechanism of defense
and offense: you laugh when you can’t do anything, but you
are sure you are right.
How can we forget this famous gesture? We have already
talked about the famous spoon hands. Here, however, the
player with an incredulous look framed by a mouth whose
corners are turned downward with disdain is asking himself: “and what did I do?” so this gesture takes on another nuance.
Gesticulating is part of the Italian identity, and, we can immediately recognize our nationals even abroad.. A gesture can add nuance to what
we are saying, or it can change the meaning of the speech. It is a cultural element well rooted in our nation, so much so that it can assume
a codified and precise language and transmit a clear message to those who know how to interpret them. Gestures can express any kind of
emotion, as the movement is more spontaneous and sincere. In any case, for Italians, gestures do not replace the word, but enrich it

by Mariavittoria Paoletti
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Glance at the Future
Genova Ocean Agorà Project: when sport and environment connect
Our new graduate of the second level EMBA master in English Nicolò Di Tullio tells us how he put what he learned into practice.
Nicolò, who graduated with a thesis on integrated coastal zone
management (“Implementation of integrated coastal zone management:
bottlenecks and the European case-study”), won the stakeholder jury
prize at a hackathon promoted by the Municipality of Genoa an innovative
solution to solve a problem and create an opportunity. With an antifragile
attitude he proposed to solve the problem of coastal erosion with the
creation of an artificial soft barrier capable of protecting the coast from
the waves and in the same way of forming the conditions suitable for
the practice of wave sports (kitesurfing, windsurfing, surfing, etc.), when
present, and flat water such as kayaking, rowing, open water swimming
and the like by creating a sports field in the sea.
The idea has already received positive opinions from various
representatives of the institutions of the Ligurian capital and the Region
and was born from a team consisting of Nicolò Di Tullio, Filippo Perata,
Luca Puce and Massimiliano Omero.
GOA represents a “sports square in the sea” and could arise in the perfect
location of Sturla, a beach located east of Genoa quite sheltered from the lateral currents as it is exposed to the waves
coming from different directions.
The project consists of two innovations, one of product and one of process.
The first, which we could define hard, is the engineering one: the laying of rocks below sea level that protect from the
waves and create the conditions for sportsmen.
The concept of Agorà, that is an open square
in the sea, will develop around the reef, a space
between land and sea, shared between citizens
and tourists. Process innovation is applying
social business, as proposed by the Nobel
laureate prof. Yunus, to the business activities
that will deal with the management of the area.
GOA aligns itself with the Sustainable Development
Goals and offers a perfect defense of the coast,
the repopulation of marine flora and fauna, would
make the communities sustainable by enlivening
areas in distress and seasonally adjusting tourist
flows. The reef and the sports field in the sea will
be delimited by smart buoys, useful for monitoring
environmental parameters (solar radiation, temperature, particulate matter, wind, wave, etc.) as well as the performance
of the athletes. A technological-IT infrastructure will link the interests of beach users (where can I park the car?), those of
sportspeople (is there a wave?) and that of locals (will wave arrive? Is the sea in front of the house clean?).
Nicolò was selected, shortly after graduating from the Guglielmo Marconi University, by the International Olympic
Committee among the 25 Young Leaders globally who aim to make the world a better place through sport.
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Towards Digital Italy 2030. Infrastructures, Skills and Innovation in Businesses and PA
On 30 November, the conference “Towards Digital
Italy 2030. Infrastructures, Skills and Innovation in
Businesses and PA” was held in the Vittoria Colonna Hall
and streamed live on our social channels.
During the morning session the attention was focused
on the state of the art and on the emerging trajectories
of innovation and digital transformation of the Italian
business fabric, as well as on the opportunities offered
by the RRP, providing timely answers to a series of
questions, including: what is the state of the art of the
digital transformation process of public and private
companies? how are the main stakeholders of the
innovative ecosystem moving? what are the new
skills needed to guide and manage business change
processes? how will digital transformation impact
business organization? which solutions, enabling
technologies and best practices can accelerate the
digital transformation process of the Italian productive
fabric? in the context of the integrated ecosystem, what
can be the role of the University and public and private
research centers?
At the end of the second round table, Guglielmo Marconi
University presented Unimarconi Innovation Hub and
its operational programs on the topics of Business
Innovation & Business Transformation.
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